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Resumen: En este art´ıculo presentamos la adaptacio´n del sistema MyVoice del
idioma checo al espan˜ol. MyVoice se desarrollo´ con la idea de permitir a usuarios
con discapacidad motora controlar sus ordenadores y aplicaciones informa´ticas de
forma oral. Nuestro objetivo era adaptarlo de forma ra´pida al espan˜ol empleando
u´nicamente los recursos disponibles para el idioma checo. Los resultados experi-
mentales muestran que se puede conseguir hasta un 96.73% de precisio´n en el re-
conocimiento del habla espan˜ola empleando el motor de reconocimiento del habla
checo del sistema MyVoice.
Palabras clave: cross-linguistic, reconocimiento del habla, aplicaciones para dis-
capacitados
Abstract: In this paper, we present the cross-lingual adaptation of the MyVoice
system from the Czech to the Spanish language. MyVoice was developed to allow
motor-handicapped people to voice control their PCs and applications. Our ob-
jective was to cost-efficiently adapt it to the Spanish language using uniquely the
resources available for Czech. Experimental results show that up to 96.73% recogni-
tion accuracy can be achieved for Spanish using MyVoice’s Czech speech recognition
environment.
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1 The MyVoice system
MyVoice is a software tool to control the
PC and its programs orally. It recognizes
voice commands and interprets them into one
or more basic actions which include virtual
managing of keyboard, moving mouse, click-
ing mouse buttons, printing strings and ex-
ecuting programs. MyVoice was developed
with the purpose of facilitating Czech motor-
handicapped people the access to new tech-
nologies, and has been succesfully used by
them since 2005 (Nouza, Nouza, and Cerva,
2005).
MyVoice is structured in several command
groups, each of them dealing with an spe-
cific task, this way for example the group
that controls the mouse is different from the
one that deals with keyboard but they can
∗ Development of the MyVoice software was sup-
ported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Academy
of Sciences (grant no. 1QS108040569).
be accessed easily from each other by a voice
command. The grouping of commands makes
interaction easier as the user is aware of the
valid words he can utter at each time and
can easily navigate between groups. Further-
more, as a specific vocabulary was defined
for each task, better recognition results are
achieved.
The system was designed to be user
friendly and customizable and it can be eas-
ily adapted to user preferences employing its
configuration window. From there, phonetics
of the words can be changed, commands can
be added, edited and deleted, and new com-
mand groups can be easily introduced with-
out the need of having any expert knowledge
about computers.
MyVoice system was carefully designed
and implemented and has been warmly wel-
comed by the Czech handicapped commu-
nity. Our aim was to make it available also
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for the Spanish users withoug building a new
system from the scratch, but rather using
the already developed resources for the Czech
language. In order to reach this objective, we
carried out a cross-lingual adaptation of the
system so that recognition of Spanish com-
mands could be done over the Czech speech
recognition environment (i.e. acoustic, lexi-
cal an linguistic models), as explained in the
next section.
2 MyVoice cross-lingual
adaptation to Spanish
MyVoice commands were translated to Span-
ish and a cross-lingual adaptation proce-
dure of the Czech recognizer was carried
out. The Czech recognizer’s decoding mod-
ule works with a lexicon of alphabetically or-
dered words, each of them represented by
its text and phonetic form. For the cross-
language application we used Spanish text
along with an automatically generated Czech
phonetic representation. The phonemes built
for the Czech recognizer could be then ap-
plied to the new task of recognizing Span-
ish words, using the Czech phonetic form to
construct the acoustic models of the words
by concatenating the corresponding phoneme
models.
To automatically generate the Czech pho-
netic representation of the Spanish com-
mands, a correspondence between Spanish
and Czech phonemes was carried out by one
Spanish native speaker and supervised by
several Czech native speakers. The accuracy
of such correspondences depends on the num-
ber of phonemes present in each language and
the similarity between them. However, Czech
and Spanish languages are very different in
their origin, as Czech belongs to the family
of Slavic languages like Russian, and Spanish
is an Italic language like Italian or French.
Thus, one of the challenges of our work was
to obtain satisfactory mapping for such dif-
ferent languages; especially when previous re-
searches had obtained poor results in cross-
language tasks between Slavic and Italic lan-
guages, for example in (Zˇgank et al., 2004)
with Slovenian and Spanish.
3 Experimental results
Our first experiments were carried out with a
female Spanish native speaker employing the
MyVoice software for carrying out her daily
activities with the PC. For speech recognition
a gender dependent model was used obtain-
ing a 93,92% accuracy rate. We carried out
speaker adaptation to try to further improve
this result. After adaptation to our female
speaker, 96,73% accuracy was obtained. It
is important to note that these results are
for real interaction with MyVoice, in which
vocabulary is restricted at each step to the
list of commands in the current group, the
size of the group ranges between 5 and 137
commands. To obtain meaningful results for
the different speaker models with indepen-
dence of the groups visited during the in-
teraction, we carried out an oﬄine speech
recognition process in which we used the
whole MyVoice vocabulary, which is com-
posed of 432 commands. With a gender de-
pendent user model we obtained 91.03% ac-
curacy, which is improved by speaker adap-
tation reaching a 96.58% accuracy.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the adapta-
tion of the MyVoice system for orally control-
ing PC, from Czech to Spanish language. We
have empirically demonstrated that cross-
lingual adaptation of the speech recognition
environment can done in a short time car-
rying out an expert-driven correspondence
between both languages’ phonetic alphabets.
Experimental results using the Spanish ver-
sion of MyVoice showed that a 96.58% oﬄine
and 96.73% online performance can be ob-
tained. Thus, these are very promising re-
sults as they show that portability of speech
recognizers can be ensured in a straightfor-
ward way and that this approach can achieve
good results even with very phonetically dif-
ferent languages as Czech (Slavic) and Span-
ish (Italic).
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